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Citation analysis is a useful tool for determining collection development needs, it is not without its challenges. It became quite clear that a few students need more help creating their reference lists. The researcher examined what percentage of journals were accessible through the local catalogue and conducted further analysis of specifics regarding unavailability.

The aim of this paper is to study regency, weighted recency and average weighted recency of the cited items in the articles published in the Journal of Algebra and Discrete Mathematics during the period from 2010 to 2012 by using statistical methods based on sampling. This study reveals that the average weighted recency of the citations of the articles published in 2011 are more than those of the other two years. (cf. the bar diagram is in the page 15). This indicates that the articles published in 2011 are of more recent origin than those of other two years.

The present study attempts to understand about Information Needs and Information Seeking Behaviour of Teachers of NIT, Kurukshetra. Total 142 questionnaires were distributed among the teachers out of them 114 Teacher responded back. Maximum teachers visited the library to issue books, used periodicals, journals and reference material for different purposes but their frequency of visit vastly varies while maximum of them (53.5%) never used audio-visual material as a
source of information. The study shows that teachers are least concerned with Government documents, dissertation/thesis and proceeding of conferences as source of information. Maximum Teachers (97.4%) are aware about the back volume of the journals. It is also found in the study that maximum teachers were satisfied with the Library collections. Maximum users used circulation service, reference service, computerized service and photo coping service.